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Q5 Are there any important topics not listed above that you would like to
see included in this year's program?
Answered: 38

Skipped: 81

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

No

3/14/2019 7:38 PM

2

Why have Internet content sharing platforms (like Instagram, snapchat) been allowed to redefine
norms to make nudity mainstream?

3/14/2019 5:58 PM

3

5G and the Digital Divide. 5G vs Open Internet. Net Neutrality all over again. Laws that prohibit
muni. Community network funding & governance.

3/14/2019 11:31 AM

4

The digital world should not unduly expose anyone to threats against their physical or economic
safety. Digital trust and security in online transactions requires the transparent identification of
providers of goods and services and a means of contacting them. The debate continues
surrounding the appropriate level of information gathering and access related to the Registrants
Directory Serviced known as WHOIS. How close are we to access?

3/14/2019 10:31 AM

5

Whois and GDPR; New gTLDs: Who Cares?

3/14/2019 2:34 AM

6

Future of work

3/13/2019 8:07 PM

7

How to encourage the buildout of broadband infrastructure

3/13/2019 7:45 AM

8

Government online surveillance programs and their efforts to exploit personal data collected by
U.S. Internet companies.

3/13/2019 5:42 AM

9

I believe there needs to be a greater IGF focus on the arms race that is Risk vs Resilience. This is
a very complex interplay of difficult concepts that the IGF might work to improve business
approach and outcomes. Just my thoughts!

3/13/2019 3:37 AM

10

Ethics and The Future of Ad Supported business models

3/12/2019 11:44 AM

11

nope

3/12/2019 8:26 AM

12

Impact of government actions regarding certain ICT companies or products on international trade,
competitiveness, innovation, etc. without reducing real cyber risk.

3/12/2019 8:11 AM

13

The role finance system in ICT !

3/11/2019 9:16 PM

14

Botnet threats

3/11/2019 5:31 PM

15

15 topics is too many to read through and rank in one giant list, so I didn't. I'd recommend
grouping them by overall subject (governence, security, etc.) and ranking within that.

3/11/2019 11:55 AM
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16

Well I think the order of importance is really not the issue much I humbly recommend
categorization Network Legal Programming and other related topics Internet issues Topic 1: Free
Text messaging , voice call and internet data accessibility policy on Every phone . The focus of this
topic is that current nature technology is increasing so strongly and we cannot do away with data,
for effective scientific research and collaborations, IF we really want to make the world a better
place then we have to allow governments and nations to have free internet access and all it entails
. With new scientific innovation you can browse for free. It is there fore important that we let the
mobile companies be aware that every one should have free internet access and voice call. It has
been very clear how phone bills and data bills have increased over the years and it is highly
recommended that we allow individuals and mobile phone companies give free internet access to
people. I mean free data This will in a long way make the world a better place. The masses today
cannot do away with internet If this policy is enacted it will reduce exobitant charges of phone bills
and data to relatively which has to be handled by governments to support the companies
concerned Topic 2 Ethical Hacking is Very important for advance scientific innovation. Now much
stricter sanctions has being imposed on hacking financial systems per say. We should look at it
holistically that there should be some form of protection for scientific research like this to help
experts perform hacks on devices and system than we killing the innovation and creativity spirit of
hacks. The more stricter the punishment the more it deter scientist from venturing into the field.
We know bad people may abuse use the laws concerning hacks but we should look into it and
prepare to defend our self in much better way such that people cannot break into systems Topic
3:Life on Internet should be free without much restriction and laws.

3/11/2019 9:49 AM

17

Other emerging technologies that will impact the future of how the internet is viewed and used

3/9/2019 8:23 PM

18

How to bring free speech protection into privacy policy debates.

3/9/2019 1:51 PM

19

Closing Digital Divide

3/8/2019 10:30 AM

20

Yes, please consider the risks associated with different countries each having a separate internet.

3/8/2019 9:43 AM

21

No

3/8/2019 7:15 AM

22

no

3/8/2019 6:44 AM

23

Digitization of developing world, How to reform digital policy.

3/1/2019 7:01 PM

24

Adaptable standards for APIs between independent programmable processes

3/1/2019 4:17 PM

25

no

2/28/2019 11:11 AM

26

How can we safely harness the power of government regulation to promote widely recognized
Internet norms and standards?

2/27/2019 11:23 AM

27

Digital Literacy, Future of Work

2/27/2019 11:22 AM

28

N/A -- inclusion of youth and marginalized voices (minorities, Tribal, etc.) will be important across
all sessions.

2/27/2019 10:33 AM

29

Risk and Insurance markets. It seems to me that they are going to be big players in internet
governance even though no one is considering them. They are addressing the fact that
comprehensive government policies cannot handle all the detailed issues that arise in internet
governance. .

2/27/2019 10:20 AM

30

No

2/27/2019 9:45 AM

31

Global Digital Inclusion: The Internet of Everybody

2/27/2019 9:27 AM

32

Human rights, people with disabilities and the youth

2/27/2019 8:38 AM

33

Building Trust in Global Internet Governance by expanding Institutional Accountability

2/27/2019 8:38 AM

34

The talent pipeline for critical technologies to support the internet, e.g., cybersecurity and artificial
intelligence.

2/27/2019 8:13 AM

35

Alternative, trust and accountability-based ecosystem models for the open Web.

2/26/2019 6:32 PM

36

No

2/26/2019 10:42 AM

37

WHOIS?

2/26/2019 10:03 AM

38

With respect to inclusion, there is a digital divide within cities. Poverty (urban and rural) impacts
access to high-speed internet and limits education, small business, and civic engagement.

2/26/2019 9:28 AM
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